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FIRE INVESTIGATION TRAINING & ACCREDITATION EVENTS 

CURRENT AVAILABILITY MAY TO JUNE 
 

Dear Colleague  

 
Since the circulation of our January Newsletter and the previous supplement, there 
has been a noticeable upsurge in demand for delegate places on our 2017 training 

courses and the number of ‘experienced practitioners’ registering for our four-stage 
assessment pathway to the Skills for Justice Awards Level 5 Certificate (L5C) in 

Fire Investigation. 
 
Both our March Practical and Practical Development Refresher (PDR) training courses 

have been booked to capacity since January.  Registered candidates for our series of 
March L5C assessments stand at 24, taking the total number of candidates who have 

already received their certificates or are currently in our system to over 60. 
 

Our ‘Phoenix Heights’ training, assessment and research facility is currently being 
prepared for a police ‘Sudden Death’ course to be delivered on March 7th and 8th with 
the next GATR ‘Burns Day’ on the 9th. On either side of the two-week Easter holiday 

in April, Phoenix Heights is now reserved for specific fire/crime research activities.  
 

Our next PDR training course (with spaces available) takes place on May 8th 9th and 
10th. Some of those experienced practitioners now reserving places are taking up the 
convenient option of undertaking the L5C assessments on the 11th or 12th. In the 

meantime please be aware that half of the places for our Practical course w/c June 4th 
have already been reserved. 

 
It would appear that during the current era of austerity, many experienced fire/crime 
scene investigators have left their public-sector posts and there is now an urgent 

need to train replacements. At the same time, as the Forensic Regulator, the Courts 
and other interested professional parties focus their attention on proving competency, 

the interest in obtaining the SFJ Awards L5C is growing at an increasingly fast pace.  
  
Those organisations wanting to register delegates for GATR 2017 training events 

should do so via Tel: 0845 8399 838 and/or Email: enquiries@gatr.co.uk  
 

Experienced practitioners and supervisors expressing interest in our L5C accreditation 

processes will receive a list of the SFJA Learning Outcomes and Assessment Criteria, 
which are cross-referenced to relevant publications and support reading materials. 

See: http://www.gatr.co.uk/level-5-certificate-in-fire-investigation. 
 

To formally register, L5C candidates should do so via: 
 http://www.gatr.co.uk/level5-registration 
 

Kind Regards 
 

GATR Training and Accreditation Teams   


